
	

Rainforest adaptations  

Plants called _____ can live on branches 
high in the canopy to seek _______- 
they obtain nutrients from water and air 
rather than soil 

The ____ ___ on 
trees to allow water 
to flow down easily 
 Many leaves have a _____-tip to 

allow the heavy rain to drip off the 
leaf.  
 

Fast-growing trees such as 
_____ out compete other 
trees to reach sunlight- such 
trees are called emergents 

Many trees have flexible bases so that 
they can _____ to face the ____ 
 

________- massive ridges help 
support the base of the tall trees and 
help ______ water. May also help 
oxygen/ carbon dioxide exchange by 
increasing the surface area 
 

Lianas- woody creepers rooted to the 
ground but _______ by trees into 
the canopy where they have their 
leaves and flowers 
 

 

Factors 

that help 
poor soi ls 

A rapid _____ of nutrients 
through the ecosystem- a sort 
of fast food _________ 

The _______ 
of sunlight 
leading to 
photosynthesis 

The warm, humid 
climate, which 
is ideal for 
plant growth 
throughout the 
year. 

The ability of plants to 
_____ as they compete 
for sunlight and nutrients.  

 

Coping 

with heat 

and 
humidity 

Leaves have _____ leaves 
and drip tips that allow 
water to _____ ____ 

Leaf stems are flexible allowing 
them to move with the sun for 
max photosynthesis 

The circulating of water is used 
as a sort of _____ system 

 

Coping with 

sunl ight 
compet it ion 

 

Coping 

with food 
compet it ion 

Some animals are very specialised 
and live ___ a specific ____ 
or animal that few others eat. 

The plants in the emergent 
layer have adapted to grow 
___ to collect the sunlight 
needed for __________.  

Some trees depend on animals to 
_____ the seeds of their fruit.  

_______ plants have developed 
a way of attaching themselves to 
a host tree and sharing their 
supply of food and water.  

Many animals use ________ 
to escape becoming prey.    

 
______________ 

Some animals are ________ and 
use bright colours to warn predators   


